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CONTENT OUTLINE

CONTENT OUTLINE_

CAPTURING AND KEEPING ATTENTION ONLINE MATTERS. AND WE KNOW THAT.
HERE'S HOW WE CAN HELP;
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CAMPAIGN PRICES
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WHAT WE OFFER
OUR CONTENT SHOWCASE
CONTENT CREATION PRICES
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Whether you’ve launched new
products, switched your focus or
simply want to take your brand
marketing in a new direction, New
Habits creative and branding experts
can help you promote your brand
digitally, in line with your goals.

WHAT
WE
DO

NEWHABITSTUDIO_

From social strategies and
campaigns to conceptualising and
creative content, we’ll take you on a
journey towards a new marketing
direction that excites your audience.

1. 

WHAT WE DO_

TIMES CHANGE,
BRANDS EVOLVE.



We help you plan, design and produce
content for all campaign stages –
considering the obstacles of each platform
and how your target audiences engages.
This ensures your content doesn’t just look
and sound great, it conquers the
algorithms and earns the conversions.

We are experts in bringing brands to life
digitally. New Habit will transform your
brand into its best digital self. Our design
and development approach creates
impactful, engaging content and immersive
digital experiences that ensure you stand
out from your competitors. 

We offer account management solutions if
you need a little assistance or want to
hand over the reins. We can handle the
social strategy, community management,
content creation, social activations and
paid promotions delivered by a team of
dedicated social specialists.
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SERVICES

NEW HABIT STUDIO SOCIAL MEDIA SERVICES

01. SOCIAL CAMPAIGNS 02. CONTENT CREATION 03. ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

OUR SERVICES_

2. 



CREAT-
IVE
CAMPA-
IGNSBE SEEN. 

AND BE FOLLOWED.

SOCIAL 
CAMPAIGNS

Creativity lies at the heart of everything we do. With in-depth
knowledge we can take any project and create something that
attracts, engages and converts.

Being noticed and remembered by the right people is a delicate art. It
takes a deep understanding of your audience, an eye for design and
compelling content to see targeted results. We specialise in creative
marketing campaigns, delivering eye-catching content for our clients
across all digital platforms.

Our approach blends strategy and design, with leading creatives and
marketing experts. Producing campaigns that amplify your brands
online presence and gives you the ROI you want to see.
We work on one-off campaigns or a long-term partnership, our
creatives will enhance visibility, drive deeper engagement and help you
generate more leads.

3. 

CREATIVE CAMPAIGNS_



CREA-
TIVE 
PROC-
ESS

IMAGINATION IS OUR STRONG SUIT

PROCESS 01

PROCESS 02

PROCESS 03

Our creative process starts with an initial discussion
on the campaign(s), company and brand background
information, goals, targets, and any creative reference
points.
We then dive deep into our research and development
to put together some custom concepts and mood
boards with campaign ideas and storyline. All
campaigns are carefully thought-out so the narrative
can also produce supporting graphics and organic
content across all  social platforms.

Once we receive sign off on the concept and direction
we will develop the visuals further and produce the
first draft for your approval. Pending any feedback for
changes and additions we'll work on perfecting the
final design(s). We'll also then provide the draft
animated designs (if that's an additional asset you're
wanting too)

Handing over the final product, formatted and
optimised for the selected digital platforms. We know
you'll be happy with the campaign (we'll never send
something we're not in love with ourselves) So next
step is assisting you with the copy, strategy and paid
promotions if that's something you need - Or straight
onto the next creative of supporting content to
continue this brand narrative. 

CREATIVE DIRECTION

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

FINALS & HANDOVER

4. 

CREATIVE PROCESS_



SOCIAL
CAMPAIGNS

5. 

3D CREATIVE CORPORATE MEME STYLE 
POLYGON X SALT BREWERY X GWEILO X ASDA 

3D ANIMATED NFT BEER CAMPAIGN
DIESEL NFT ANIMATED 
FASHION WEEK INVITE

GWEILO GINGER BEER LAUNCH 
HYPER-LOCAL CAMPAIGN PERTH

SOCIAL CAMPAIGNS_



3 MONTH
CAMPAIGN

 
ONE-OFF

ON-GOING
CAMPAIGNS

Research & Development
Concept & Art Direction
Campaign visuals formatted for 
all social platforms.

This is for you if you're wanting a 
creative, thought-out and original 

campaign to assist with your product, 
service &/or announcement.

FROM $950 +GST FROM $6,500 +GST FROM $3,500 +GST
MONTHLY RETAINER

Research & Development
Concept & Art Direction
Monthly creative proposals 
and calendar
Campaign visuals formatted 
for all social platforms.
2-3 pieces of supporting 
content per month.

This is for you if you're ready to 
make a statement. Launch or sell a 
product/service with a continuous 

stream of supporting creative 
content amplifying your brand 
message and new campaign. 

Research & Development
Monthly Concepts & Art Direction
Monthly creative proposals and 
calendar.
Monthly Campaign visuals 
formatted for all social platforms.
4+ pieces of supporting content 
per month.
Suggested UGC and public 
involvement to help boost the 
campaigns.

You've seen what we do, you like what 
we do - so let's not put a time limit to it. 
We're your on-hand visionaries to create 

a set amount of campaigns per month 
indefinitely. That means we're always 
looking ahead and constantly thinking 
'whats next' to help grow your brand. 

1. 

DIGITAL
CAMPAIGN
PRICING

DIGITAL CAMPAIGN PRICING_
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CONT-
ENT
CREA-
TION

WE'RE A STRATEGIC AND INNOVATIVE 
CREATIVE AGENCY BUILT FOR THE NEW ERA.
THE DIGITAL ARENA.

Our social media content specialists produce creative
original content that solidifies your brand message and
increases brand awareness.
We don’t create social content for the sake of filling up
your grid, our strategists design content with a purpose
and in line with your goals.

Your social content is designed to attract your target
audiences - in a unique, creative way that helps you
stand out amongst your competitors. 
We're social natives and know what works.

1. 

CONTENT CREATION_
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WHAT
WE
OFFER

CONTENT CREATION

MOTION GRAPHICS

PHOTOS

VIDEO

GRAPHIC DESIGN

LOGOS & BRANDING

1. 

1

2
3

4
5
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WHAT WE OFFER_



OUR WORK

1. 9. 

OUR WORK_

CLICK HERE TO VIEW OUR CONTENT SHOWCASE

https://vimeo.com/789598158
https://www.newhabitstudio.com/showreel


BRANDING
GRAPHICS
& MOTION PHOTO & VIDEO

Our graphic design and motion
graphics price can vary on concept

and design requirements. 
Once we work with you to confirm the

concept and creative direction we
can provide an accurate quote.

Alternatively, if you have a budget in
mind - let us know and we'll put
forward ideas that fit within that.

FROM $450 +GST FROM $1500 +GST FROM $1500 +GST
DAY RATE

If it's a rebrand of a product or 
service, marketing materials or a 

new logo you're after, we'll put 
together a tailored package for your 
brand with specific deliverables and 
timeframes. In line with your goals 

ensuring there is continuous 
narrative with future targets and 

ideas in mind.

With our in-house creative team and 
photography studio our core team can 

capture what you're after.
We are also a collaborative agency and 

work with some of the top freelance 
creatives behind the lens.

Our photo and video packages are 
quoted per creative talent and 

deliverables. 

1. 

CONTENT
CREATION
PRICING

CONTENT CREATION PRICING_
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FULL 
SOCIAL

PACK-
AGE

1. 

SOCIAL MEDIA CAN BE 
OVERWHELMING IF YOU DON'T 

KNOW WHERE TO START? 
OR CAN'T QUITE KEEP UP A 

CONSISTENT APPROACH.

We help our clients connect with their
audience through a thought-out social strategy
and captivating content that speaks their
language. We'll create a monthly content
calendar alongside your tailored content
package, creating visuals optimised for each of
the chosen social platforms. After setting out a
social  strategy that aligns with your goals, we’ll
take on daily management of your chosen
channels to boost engagement and drive
conversions.

11. 

FULL SOCIALS PACKAGE_



WHAT 
DOES 
THE FULL
SOCIALS
PACKAGE 
INCLUDE?

NEW HABIT STUDIO
ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

MONTHLY
CONTENT 
CALENDARS

ON-GOING
SOCIAL
CONTENT
CREATION

CONTENT
STRATEGY

We produce a well-balanced monthly content
calendar and provide a steady stream of engaging,
quality, conversion-driving social media content.
Tell us what your brand objectives are and talk to us
about your target audience – we’ll do the research to
come up with a creative calendar that is educational,
entertaining and out shining any of your competitors.
We're forward thinkers and know that preparation is
key, we take the stress away from your team in
working out what to post and when to do it.

As well as planning your content, we can create
compelling graphics, 3D, motion graphics, imagery,
memes, buzz worthy posts and video content.
We're social natives so we know what works, what
doesn't and whats trending.
We will keep an eye on posts and alert you to
comments that may require follow up, as well as
monitoring the performance of each platform and
recommending strategy tweaks.

The content you post on social media has the power
to turn your brand into a household name. Billions of
users daily, with the tools to reach your target
audience, it's whats reaching them that counts.
We know how to plan, create, distribute and optimise
powerful content. We work with you in understanding
your goals and strategise to exceed them. 

COMMUNITY
MANAGEMENT

Community management to us is running a vibrant
and highly-engaged social media account.
New Habit provides consistent community
management for your social platforms, respond
appropriately to comments or direct messages, and
alert you to any interesting or potentially important
customer communications.

12. 

WHAT DOES THE PACKAGE INCLUDE_



OUR CLIENTS

1. 13. 

OUR WORK_

@AKOBISOCIAL @GWEILOBEERAUSTRALIA @WALDECKSGARDENCENTRES

FULL ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
 Including original content creation, social campaigns, strategy & community management. 



14. 

VISUAL CURATION & CONTENT CALENDAR

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

WEEKLY POSTS OF SUPPLIED CONTENT + UGC

CUSTOM GRAPHIC CONTENT

MULTI MEDIA ORIGINAL CONTENT

INCLUDNIG MOTION GRAPHICS, 3D, 

PHOTOGRAPHY & VIDEO. 

MONTHLY SOCIAL CAMPAIGNS

+ ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING CONTENT

ON-GOING MONTHLY STRATEGY SESSIONS

CONTENT OPTIMISED/FORMATTED FOR EACH 

DIFFERENT PLATFORM.

MONTHLY EDM'S

WEB DESIGN ASSETS 

PAID AD MANAGEMENT

FULL SOCIAL 
MANAGEMENT PRICING

SOCIALS 
PRIME

BASELINE
SOCIALS

SOCIALS
ACCELERATED

FROM $4,500 +GST
MONTHLY RETAINER

FROM $7,900 +GST
MONTHLY RETAINER

FROM $13,000 + GST
MONTHLY RETAINER

FULL SOCIALS PACKAGE PRICING_

PACKAGES ARE TAILORED TO YOUR BRAND DEPENDING ON THE CREATIVE REQUIREMENTS AND BUDGET. PRICES BELOW ARE AN INDICATION.

*MINIMUM 4 MONTH RETAINER FOR NEW CLIENTS.

SERVICES



 TESTIMONIALS

FULL SOCIALS PACKAGE_

"Tish and Sheldean at New Habit have
been instrumental in bringing the creative
vision of our project to life. We have
worked with them for almost a year now,
and can attest to their talent for eye-
catching and vibrant graphic design,
helping implement our range of ideas into
smooth and seamless results. New Habit
have been extremely collaborative and
proactive—constantly taking the initiative
to produce best-in-class designs that
have successfully captured the
imagination of our team. 

Selecting the right design partner is a
crucial part of any consumer-facing
idea/project and we are delighted to have
made the right choice. We have no
reservations in offering them our highest
recommendations."

15.

Gatsby, Founder
Akobi

"In 2022, we approached New Habit to
elevate the creativity and quality of our
social media communications and they
have achieved exactly that. They've
injected way more fun into our messaging
and consistently execute their monthly
campaign deliveries to a high standard,
driving our metrics in the right direction
as they go.

Sheldean and the team are organised,
easy to work with and always respond
positively to feedback and developments.
We can't recommend them enough."

Joseph Gould, Founder
Gweilo Beer

"New Habit team are a creative retained 
resource for Realmless across the last few 
years whose work goes above and beyond 
our expectations. They have a knack for 
cutting through the noise to deliver results 
and do so in a way that is easy digest and 
action.

They understands what’s important to 
both our clients and team and is always 
open about their process while never 
failing to proactively address any 
questions or revisions as they arise. We 
will continue to work with New Habit for 
ongoing projects and recommend anyone 
else to do the same!"

Antony Adel, Founder
Realmless



COLLAB-
ORATE
WITH US!

+61 487644456 PHONE

SHELDEAN@NEWHABITSTUDIO.COM EMAIL

WWW.NEWHABITSTUDIO.COM

123 COLIN STREET, WEST PERTH

WEBSITE

ADDRESS
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CONTACT US_

https://www.newhabitstudio.com/

